Hoolie Compact 2 ETC
Enormous porch, short pack size and spacious inner – an
ideal lightweight 2 person tent for those looking for a roomy
backpacking tent.
Sleeps: 2
Season Rating Spec: 3 season backpacking
Free standing?: No (tent requires guy lines to be pitched)
Packed Weight: 3.15Kg (6lb 15oz)
Number of Porches: 1
Number of Doors: 1
Pitch Type: Fly and Inner pitch together

Pack size: 30cm x 22cm
Range: 3 Season
Flysheet: Stormtex P4000FR
Floor: Aqua Stop P5000
Poles: 8.5mm Superflex Alloy
Pegs: 21 x Alloy 'V' Angle
Guylines: 12 x Yellow Reflective
Inner Door: Half Mesh
£270.00 RRP

Stub Code:
44HC2E0

Description

2-man tent with extra porch space
This is the perfect tent for Duke of Edinburgh’s Award participants who should be able to pitch camp quickly at the end at the
day and have a huge amount of space for their kit. The short packed length (30cm) and large porch also make it a good choice
for cycle touring fitting easily in panniers or on a bike.
â–º A huge amount of space for its weight and pack-size.
â–º To help novice campers the inner and flysheet come attached for quicker pitching and the poles are all the same length for simplicity.
Combined inner and flysheet pegging points reduce pitching time too.
â–º The Hoolie Compact 2 ETC has plenty of ventilation and a large side opening door for easy access and efficient use of porch space.
â–º It uses reliable lightweight 8.5mm Superflex alloy poles and tried and tested Wild Country, high performance polyester flysheet and
groundsheet fabrics. A taped flysheet and groundsheet also provide great protection from the wet.
â–º When it’s time to put the tent away, once folded up, it’s easy to roll into the tarp style bag. The compact pack size makes it easy to
carry too.
A 3-person version of the tent is also available the Hoolie Compact 3 ETC

We suggest using a Footprint to prolong the life of the tent and help keep it clean which can be purchased separatelyHoolie Compact 2
ETC Footprint

